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The Department of Humanities, St. Joseph’s Evening College 
(Autonomous), organised a seminar on World Refugees and 
the Plight of Internal Migrants. Mr. Prashanth Kumar, HOD, 
Department of Economics, welcomed the students, the Chief 
Guest Fr. Martin Puthussery, SJ, Head, Labour and Migration 
Unit, Indian Social Institute, Bengaluru, Dr. Albert Smith, Principal, 
Dr. Priya, Vice Principal, Dr. Christopher Hoskins, Co-ordinator of 
the Seminar, and the staff.  
 The Principal, Dr. Albert Smith, greeted the gathering 
and gave a short explanation on the topic. After his speech, 
there was a mime presentation by the members of AICUF about 
refugees in India. This was followed by a presentation by the 
resource person, Fr. Martin Puthussery. He gave the students a 
brief outline of his life and experiences working with refugees 
and migrants. He left his village at the age of 17, studied in 
metropolitan cities like Kolkata, Chennai, Mumbai, Delhi and 
Bangalore, worked in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Kolkata 
and Kerala, and is presently working for the Indian Social 
Institute, Bengaluru. He screened some videos on refugees and 
farmers suicide in India which were very sad and heart touching. 
The Seminar came to an end with a vote of thanks by Mr. Ashlon 

World Refugees and the Plight of 
Internal Migrants

By Harshith. R

“Being Skilled is the Future and Your Future is Here! Join Us 

Now!” 
 
With this tag line, St. Joseph’s Evening College (Autonomous), 
Bangalore organised “A Talk on Career Prospects in ITS & BFSI 
Industry” for all the BA students on 25th June 2018 in the AV 
room.  
 The Director of St. Joseph’s Community College, 
Bangalore, Rev. Fr. Deepak, started the introductory session 
by giving a preface about St. Joseph’s Community College 
and UGC recognised Diploma Courses in that College. He 
also shared his experience and ideas about the different 
diploma courses and the uses of them. He also said that when 
he attended a meeting consisting of more than 150 HR’s from 
different companies, they all said that they need people who 
are willing to work rather than people with 90% marks. In other 
words, a person’s willingness is most important than a person’s 
marks.  
 Mr. Dileep then spoke on career prospects in 
Information Technology and Banking Services. In this session he 
gave details on the following topics: 

What do you require to get your dream job? 

NSDC (National Skill Development Council), SSC (Sector Skill 
Council), NOS (National Occupation Standards), and QP 
(Qualification Packs). 
What’s in store for us?

 - Job roles in IT and Banking Services. 
 - UGC recognised Diploma Courses of St. Joseph’s Community  
    College. 
 Two ways to join and pursue the Diploma Courses (i.e., 
Full-time course from Monday to Friday from 9:00 am to 1:00 
pm, and Self Learning mode only on Saturday’s from 9:00 am 
to 1:00 pm). 
 Finally after the completion of the detailing session of 
the program by Mr. Dileep, a vote of thanks to the dignitaries 
was presented by Mr. Prashanth Kumar, HOD, Department of 
Economics.  

A Talk on Career Prospects in ITS and 
BFSI Industry

By Madesh . N

The Department of Humanities at St. Joseph’s Evening College is one of the biggest departments in 
the college. The Department encompasses a host of individual departments such as History, Economics, 
Political Science, Sociology, Journalism, Psychology and English.
 As the name implies, the Department of Humanities deals with academic disciplines related to 
human society in some form or the other. 



SJEC celebrates St. Ignatius of Loyola

By Ignatius Arun

Campus: St. Joseph’s Evening College (SJEC) celebrated the 
feast of St. Ignatius of Loyola on July 30 to commemorate 
the life and journey of the great saint, St Ignatius of Loyola, 
who founded 
the Jesuit 
Congregation. 
The day marked 
an end to the 
celebrations 
that went on the 
entire month as 
various activities 
were organised. 
The college also 
organised a 
liturgical service 
on the feast day 
for the students 
and staff, and 
paid their 
respect through prayers and praises. Following the principles 
of their patron saint, the college had organised a donation 
campaign to provide food, clothes and other daily requirements 
to the needy by placing offertory boxes around the college 
campus. Many students effortlessly came forward and dropped 
their valuables into the box. Also, the students portrayed the 
journey and works of the saint by posting pictures, preparing 
collages, and articles on the saint’s life, along with his works, 
and other members of Society of Jesus. 
 The main masterpiece of the feast was the liturgical 
service which was organised by the management of SJEC 
for the catholic students. Rev. Fr. Francis Almeida, Principal of 
Loyola Degree College, Bangalore, who was the main celebrant 
for the mass addressed the gathering. “St. Ignatius was a strong 
inspiration for other saints. He was the one who enlightened 
them to join the mission and brought them forward to serve the 

people by forming the Society of Jesus with just nine members,” 
said Fr. Almeida. At the end of the prayerful service, Fr. 
Almeida thanked the management for inviting him to join the 
occasion and encouraged the students to be a part of the saint’s 
mission.

About 30 students, under the guidance of Mr. Reynolds 
(music teacher) formed a choir to indulge students in praises 
and hymns. The choir team practiced for over a week and 
engaged the gathering on the feast day with melodious songs 
and meaningful prayers. The choir exhibited a spectacular 
performance under Reynolds supervision. “Being an alumnus of 
this institution, I’m very glad to be a part of the celebrations 
at the same campus where I spent most of time knowing about 
him,” said Reynolds. Dr. Albert Smith, Principal of SJEC shared 
his thoughts on the occasion. “St. Ignatius of Loyola reminds us 
about his strong principle of giving things to others and not to 
count the cost for it. We must also practice one of his values that 
is to continuously give, be available for others, and don’t expect 
anything in return.” 
 The feast marks the visionary’s dream of accessing 
education at various levels among all the classes of the society. 
Widely celebrated across the globe on July 31, the feast’s main 
objective is to spread a message of awareness among everyone 
to share knowledge, wisdom, and serve the people.
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An inspiration to serve people
“St. Ignatius was a strong inspiration for other saints. He was the one 
who enlightened them to join the mission and brought them forward 
to serve the people by forming the Society of Jesus with just nine 
members”

- Fr. Almeida
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Students visit Home of Hope
By Anju David

The second year M Com and MA English Literature students of SJEC 
visited Home of Hope, an orphanage as part of their Academic Outreach 
Programme on August 5. 
 Around 30 students visited the home with an intention to help old 
people and children by cleaning the orphanage area, serving food and 
spending quality time with them. 
 Home of Hope, Hennur, is an orphanage started by Auto Raja to 
provide shelter to elderly people and children
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Aruna Roy at Hopkins Lecture Series

By Ignatius Arun & Rajesh Kumar GR

Aruna Roy, famous RTI and social 
activist and founder of Mazdoor 
Kisan Shakti Sangathan (MKSS) 
took part in the sixth Hopkins 
Lecture Series titled ‘Reading 
Society Today’ organised by the 
Department of English, St. Joseph’s 
Evening College (SJEC), Bengaluru 
on August 11, 2018. 
 In the panel discussion 
which took place at Faber Hall 
Auditorium in St Joseph’s Boys High 
School, apart from Ms. Roy other 
eminent personalities such as Nikhil 
Dey, Social activist, and member 
of MKSS; and Prof. Babu Mathew, 
Professor at NLSIU, also participated. Reciting the poem ‘The 
Nobodies’ by Eduardo Galeano, a famous Latin American poet, 
Roy stated that “We live in a society where we witness crime, 
hatred, poverty, discrimination against gender, caste, religion 
and women, where nobody belongs to nobody here.” 
 The recitation clearly showed the connection between 

literature and the agony in Indian society. “We have lost 
rationality and commonsense in our country. Our people are 
blindfolded to follow and act according to the Hindutva rules 
and principles.” She further stated that she was born in this 
country, but she does not see the same kind of secularism being 
practiced now as it was during Independence time.
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Mr. Velu: Alumnus visits SJEC everyday 

Springlight caught up with one of the oldest alumnus of St. Joseph Evening 
College (SJEC), Mr. Velu, who diligently visits his former college every other 
day without fail. Mr. Velu, who studied in the first batch of St. Joseph Evening 
College (SJEC) in the year 1972, did his Bachelor of Arts (BA). He later went 
on to work for Bharat Earth Movers Limited (BEML). A retired professional 
now, he still likes to visit SJEC regularly. 
 It comes as no surprise as the bond between SJEC and its alumni is 
legendary. This special bond resulted in St. Joseph Evening College Alumni 
Association. 
 “St Joseph’s Evening College is the only college which gives a good 
exposure to outside world because almost every student of SJEC will work 
simultaneously and study, so this is the best experience which students will get when it compared 
to day college,” said Mr. Velu. He further added that if the present scenario in college was to be 
compared to his time, the rules and restrictions may have increased, but other than that nothing has 
changed. The culture of the college remains the same.

By Pavan Nadig
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Kerala Floods: What are your thoughts? 

By Ignatius Arun

Kerala, well-known as “God’s own country”, for its beautiful 
coconut groves, backwaters, natural habitats and lot more is 
now going under a tremendous loss and agony caused by the 
floods. The worst floods in a Century has killed over 230 people 
since August 8 and caused colossal loss of property, agriculture, 
and infrastructure, which the state has estimated to the tune of 
21,000 crore. After facing such a dreadful calamity, the entire 
state has come to a standstill and is now trying to reconcile from 
the verge of devastation. 
 Springlight spoke to some of the students of St. 
Joseph’s Evening College (SJEC) to find out how they feel 
about Kerala floods, and how they can stretch their arm 
to restore the state of Kerala. Several parts of Kerala are 
devastated completely due to the heavy flood and rainfall. 
“Most of the people have lost all their hard-earned assets and 
are now taken shelter in relief camps. What they have lost 
can’t be replaced or returned in a short span of time and the 

government can only provide limited compensation for their 
massive loss,” said Vineeta Jose, I M.Com. There is an urgent 
need to restore things back to normal in Kerala.  
 Despite all the challenges, the people of Kerala 
have come forward to join hands and celebrate the festival 
of ‘Onam’. “Nothing has stopped our people to celebrate the 
festival,” said Roseline Diana, III B. Com. “We are scattered and 
affected by the foods, but we have united together for Onam. 
This was possible only through unity and dignity that is inherited 
by all Keralites,” she added. Since the flood, Kerala is striving 
to reconstruct the state with all the help pouring from other 
states.
 Everyone is contributing to the relief funds to play 
an active role in reconstructing the state with all they can. “As 
part of our contribution, we have joined hands with some of 
our friends who are dancers, rappers and other stage artists to 
do performance and donate the money earned through it for 
Kerala flood fund,” said Shoaib, III BBA.
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A talk on ‘Health Awareness’ was 
organised by the Women’s Cell on 
August 18, 2018. The resource person 
was Dr. Aruna Muralidhar, Associate 
Director and Senior Consultant, Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, Fortis La Femme, 
Bengaluru. The session was organised 
for IIyear UG students of all streams. 
Muralidhar touched on different topics 
such as menstrual problem and hygiene, 

premenstrual problem, contraception and 
family, pregnancy and pre-pregnancy 
care, cancer and screening, and how to 
stay healthy. The concepts were further 
infused with Power Point Presentation that 
further elaborated about the challenges 
to women’s health, focusing mainly on 
the topics such as early menstruation, 
obesity, late pregnancy, late or early 
menopause , environmental stress and 

pollution, multidimensional responsibilities, 
parenting 
challenges, and 
work related 
stress. The two-
hour session 
concluded with 
a Question and 
Answer session wherein the students were 
given chance to clarify their doubts.

Talk on Health Awareness By Sadia Waheed
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The Department of Business Administration (BBA) observed the 
World Entrepreneurs’ Day on August 21. The celebrations that 
marked a day of respect for all the entrepreneurs across the 
globe was organised by a group of students from BBA third 
year. To mark the occasion of World Entrepreneurs’ Day, a short 
motivational video on ‘success in life’ was screenedat the SJEC 
quadrangle for the students.
 This video was presented to create awareness 
onentrepreneurship, innovation and leadership throughout 
the world, and to encourage students to take up the path of 
entrepreneurship for further growth of our country. “Today, the 
scope for entrepreneurship has reduced due to the risks involved 
in starting a new venture.
 This is the reason most us fear to take entrepreneurship 
as a career,” said Rustom Kindo Joy, third year BBA student of 
SJEC. Several students watched the video and understood the 
need for entrepreneurship in our nation. 
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World Entrepreneurs’ Day at Campus
By Immanuel Rakesh

Supreme Court upholds the Right to 
Equality for LGBT Community

By GR Rajesh Kumar

As part of Sinchana, an inter-class competition organised by 
the Kannada Department, a debate competition was held on 
August 27 on the topic, ‘In the name of westernization are we 
losing humanitarian values?’ Students from different classes 
participated in this event and shared their views and thoughts 
on the topic.

Kannada Debate: In the name 
of westernization are we losing 
humanitarian values?

By Pavan Nadig

On August 27, the Department 
of English organised the 
inauguration of the Literary 
and Debating Association. Dr. 
Etienne Rassendren, an Associate 
Professor, Department of English, 
St Joseph’s College, the chief 
guest of the session, inaugurated 
the association along with Dr. 
Albert Smith, Principal, St Joseph’s 
Evening College (SJEC); and 
Mr. Diwakar, HOD of English 
Department (SJEC). 
 The two-hour session concluded with a discussion. 
Students of final year BA and MA participated in the session.

Dr. Etienne Rassendren inaugurates 
Literary and Debating Association

By Anju David

On August 1, the NSS unit 
organized a special seminar 
on “Fight against human 
trafficking”. The resource person 
was the anti-human trafficking 
champion, Brinda Adige. She 
addressed the students and 
created awareness about the 
issue. She urged the youth to fight against human trafficking. 
An emotional mime was also performed by NSS volunteers. 

World Anti-Human Trafficking Day
By Aditya Kumar

ve

To rescue of the LGBT Community from constant fear and 
persecution of IPC Section 377, a five-judge Constitutional 
bench of the Supreme Court unanimously de-criminalises 
part of the 158-year-old colonial law under Section 377 on 
Thursday, September 6. The five-judge bench was headed by 
Chief Justice of India Dipak Misra and comprised Justices R F 
Nariman, A M Khanwilkar, D Y Chandrachud and Indu Malhotra. 
 The judgment, on the legalisation of same-sex relations 
between consenting adults, is a great relief to the community 
who have been constantly living in fear and isolation. The 
punishment prescribed under the Indian Penal code for unnatural 
offences of having carnal intercourse is no longer valid.  
 “The right to privacy as part of the right to life applies 
fully to the LGBT community. Section 377 is irrational, arbitrary 
and incomprehensible as it fetters the right to equality for the 
LGBT community...LGBT community possesses same equality as 
other citizens,” said CJI Dipak Misra..  
 “Punishment under Section 377 made the LGBT a 
closeted community, destroyed the identity of members and 
reached their dignity, all part of the right to life. The state 
has no business to get into controlling the private lives of LGBT 
community members or for that matter that of any citizen,” said 
Justice Chandrachud. 
 “Social morality cannot violate the rights of even one 
single individual,” said CJI Misra and Justice Khanwilkar.

Image courtesy: NDTV
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Face – The Mask of Personality 
The identity of a person 

Is one’s own face. 
No one would recognise 
If the face was replaced. 

 
The face projects  
The way we feel; 

Our hidden emotions 
Is what it reveals. 

 
From pleasure to pain, 
It expresses them all; 

That’s the beauty of the face 
Whether big or small. 

 
The face is originality, 

Its own rationality, 
It displays purity 

Most of all, the face is  
The map of personality.  

Face – The Mask of Personality
By Eabey S

 Do you know someone who needs hours alone 
everyday ? Who loves quiet conversations about feelings or 
ideas, and can give a dynamite presentation to a big audience, 
but seems awkward in groups and maladroit at small talk? Who 
has to be dragged to parties and then needs the rest of the 
day to recuperate? Who growls or scowls or grunts or winces 
when accosted with pleasantries by people who are just trying 
to be nice? 

 
If so, do you tell this person he is “too serious,” or ask if he is 
okay? Regard him as aloof, arrogant, rude? Redouble your 
efforts to draw him out? If you answered yes to these questions, 
chances are that you have an introvert on your hands—and 
that you aren’t caring for him properly. Science has learned a 
good deal in recent years about the habits and requirements 
of introverts. It has even learned, by means of brain scans, that 
introverts process information differently from other people. 
 If you are behind the curve on this important matter, 
be reassured that you are not alone. Introverts may be common, 
but they are also among the most misunderstood and aggrieved 
groups in the world.What is introversion? In its modern sense, the 
concept goes back to the 1920s and the psychologist Carl Jung. 
Today it is a mainstay of personality tests, including the widely 
used Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Introverts are not necessarily 
shy. Shy people are anxious or frightened or self-excoriating in 
social settings; introverts generally are not. Introverts are also 
not misanthropic, though some of us do go along with Sartre 
as far as to say “Hell is other people at breakfast.” Rather, 
introverts are people who find other people tiring. 
 Extroverts are energized by people, and wilt or fade 
when alone. They often seem bored by themselves, in both 
senses of the expression. Leave an extrovert alone for two 
minutes and he will reach for his cell phone. In contrast, after an 
hour or two of being socially “on,” introverts need to turn off 
and recharge. This isn’t antisocial. It isn’t a sign of depression. It 
does not call for medication. For introverts, to be alone with our 
thoughts is as restorative as sleeping, as nourishing as eating. 

Caring for the introvert
By Saumya

Are introverts misunderstood? Wildly. That, it appears, is lot 
in life. “It is very difficult for an extrovert to understand an 
introvert,” write the education experts Jill D. Burruss and Lisa 
Kaenzig.  
 Extroverts are easy for introverts to understand, 
because extroverts spend so much of their time working out who 
they are in voluble, and frequently inescapable, interaction with 
other people. They are as inscrutable as puppy dogs. But the 
street does not run both ways. Extroverts have little or no grasp 
of introversion. They assume that company, especially their own, 
is always welcome. They cannot imagine why someone would 
need to be alone; indeed, they often take umbrage at the 
suggestion.  
 Are introverts oppressed? I would have to say so. 
For one thing, extroverts are overrepresented in politics, a 
profession in which only the garrulous are really comfortable. 
Extroverts therefore dominate public life. This is a pity. If 
introverts ran the world, it would no doubt be a calmer, saner, 
more peaceful sort of place. As Coolidge is supposed to have 
said, “Don’t you know that four fifths of all our troubles in this 
life would disappear if we would just sit down and kee still?” 
Are introverts arrogant? Hardly.This is a common misconception 
that everybody has.Introverts are not arrogant.They are not  
showing ego if they are not making a conversation.It’s just the 
way they are. 
How can I let the introvert in my life know that I support him and 
respect his choice? First, recognize that it’s not a choice. It’s not 
a lifestyle. It’s an orientation. Second, when you see an introvert 
lost in thought, don’t say “What’s the matter?” or “Are you all 
right?” Third, don’t say anything else, either.Photo credit: The Atlantic
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UNMASK THE LIE 
Emotional hurts received in childhood and even from within the 
mother’s womb can leave scar for the rest of our life, robbing us 
from all that is good, pleasant and beautiful. Every one of us do 
experience hurts now and then and have wounds in our lives and 
are often triggered time and again through different events, 
situations or even words and attitude of others. 
According to the theory of Sigmund Freud – the father of 
modern Psychology, there are three essential parts of human 
personality:  
 1.The Id (instinct, the need to gratify immediate needs 
and it operates in the unconscious mind) 
 2. The Ego (reality, operates both in the conscious and 
unconscious mind) 
 3. Superego (Morality, it motivates to behave in a 
socially acceptable manner) 
 According to Freud, the Id (Instinct) and Superego 
(Morality) often have conflict and therefore Ego deals with this 
conflict by employing Defense Mechanism. Defense Mechanisms 
are a mental process initiated unconsciously to avoid 
experiencing conflict or anxiety. It helps ward off unpleasant 
feeling and anxiety for an individual. 
 Although this defense mechanism helps in dealing 
with conflicts and anxiety, yet it is the MASK that we wear. 
To make ourselves presentable and respectable outside our 
homes and communities, necessities forces us to wear this mask. 
It provides camouflage we hide behind. Inside our homes, it is 
thin and reveals us in all our nakedness. Yet, it is not possible 
for a person to live a life of avoidance or escape from reality 
all through. It leaves void, deep seated unhappiness and 
incompleteness in the hearts of a person. 
 Life is difficult and it is never easy for one to accept 
the pain and struggles that life offers. We need to take a closer 
look at the biases, the negativities, the root hurts and the past 
wounds that we experienced. Yet, all this are hidden behind 
the MASK of a cheerful face. One never knows how wounded 
he/she is until they are confronted with the reality and truth 
about themselves. Truth about oneself is not limited only in the 
negativity, pain, hurts and wounds; there are still more deeper 
reality where we are truly lovable, honestly appreciable and 
precious. 
 In order to discover this deeper reality of being 
lovable and precious, we need to first accept our negativity, 
our biases and prejudices. A person who cannot discover this 
negativity and weak point of oneself can never discover how 
precious and worth they are. It is not enough to say ‘I am happy 
with myself / I accept myself/ I am okay, etc…’ This acceptance 
is only known after having the ability to say that I too have a 
flaw, I accept that I am not perfect, I need lots of things to get 
over, to overcome and grow, I make mistake and need to be 
corrected, etc. And we need to unmask the lie of appearing 
flawless and rediscover our true identity and nature in all its 
beauty and splendour.  

Unmasking the Lie
By Sister Brenda

Life is Beautiful. It gives us many chances to venture and explore 
new things, motivations, challenges and it’s always available 
at our disposal. It is up to each and every individual who 
make use of every minute. Each matured person decides and 
makes decision for their life it is all about how we make our life 
whether successful or un successful. 
 All of us experience crises one way or the other .Due to 
various psychological, emotional, physical or spiritual problems 
and it is the concern of the each person to overcome from this 
challenges that life places before us. We cannot blame the 
other people for our unsuccessful life. It is our life and no one 
will journey for us we have to make our life beautiful and joyful 
one. When make choices or decision in life we tend to look at 
the negative side of our life or the past experiences which must 
have been very painful or discouraging. This may certainly 
will lead us to experience difficulties or may disturb our goal 
toward the life that which we have set to travel. All of us have a 
dream to achieve something great in our life, some people may 
be wanting to become a Doctor, Engineer, Politicians or social 
worker and so on...But when we face problems while achieving 
these goals we put down our self confidence and discourage 
our life and we want to give up till now whatever we have 
acquired. We don’t realize that stress, difficulties challenges are 
our steeping stone in achieving our life goals. We must have 
that self confidence and trust in our self first and the rest will 
automatically follow our paths. 
 We also can examine where we have gone wrong in 
making some decision, we cannot blame the other for our failure 
while we achieve our goals. Life is never too late let’s not give 
up what we what to achieve in our life lets keeps our head 
erect always .It’s our life and we are free to make choices and 
decisions for our  life and no one will hinder us to  make use of 
every opportunity that come in our way and don’t brood over 
the past experiences which will only  cause pain but but instead 
fix your eyes towards the goal that you have set before hoping 
to achieve success in your life. It’s never too late and don’t waste 
your time make use of the each moment which is very precious. 

Beautiful Choices of Life
By Kulandai Theresa

Photo credit: Skeggy Life @ Filcr
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With the support of Director, Principal and all other members 
of the staff, the Department of History, St.  Joseph’s Evening 
College organized the celebration of Nelson Mandela 
International day on July 18, 2018 between 8p.m. to 9p.m. 
The program started off with the inaugural ceremony by the 
Principal. There was an enormous response from the students 
of HEP section, most of the students participated in the debate 
competition held as part of the celebration. Mr. Prashanth 
Kumar, Dept. of Economics and Ms. Hephzibah Yamani Raj, 
Dept. of History were the judges for the competition. The 
program concluded with the announcement of prizes for winner 
of debate competition.     

A Brief report on the Celebration of 
Nelson Mandela International Day

By Saleth

The members of the Out Station Students Association (OSSA) 
conducted an awareness programme on the cultural diversity 
of the Northeast on the August 25, 2018 in the quadrangle at 
8:30 p.m. 
 The members mostly from the Northeast presented 
their culture through a folk song that was sung in seven different 
languages. A powerpoint presentation showcased diversity of 
the culture of the Northeast and some interesting facts about the 
Northeast were also displayed. 
 The members dressed in beautiful tribal dresses, 
adorned accessories, performed the bamboo dance at the end 
of the programme that captivated the attention of the audience. 

Awareness Programme on the 
Cultural Diversity of the Northeast

By OSSA

The Department of Sociology conducted a guest lecture on 
August 1, 2018 on theWorld Human Trafficking Day. The guest 
lecture was held in the AV room and was witnessed by all the 
BA, M.Com and MA students. 
 The guest lecture was delivered by Mrs. Brinda Adige, 
a renowned social worker and the director of the Vimochana an 
NGO which has been working in this field. She brought to light 
several facts about human trafficking. She informed the students 
the deep-rooted problem of human trafficking. The students 
were informed that the entire range of human trafficking 
started from trafficking for commercial work to trafficking for 
organ and blood trade. She told the students that the basis of 
this trade was ancient and that it was almost impossible for an 
NGO to undertake a rescue of the victim of this trade. 
 Mrs. Brinda Adige also screened a documentary to 
the students that showed the plight of commercial sex workers.  
The documentary showed how girls as young as 12 to 13 years 
of age are trapped in the trade and are kept in inhuman and 
unhygienic conditions. The documentary also depicts how the 
girls are forced to stay in this trade. 

Guest lecture on Human Trafficking
By Dept. of Sociology

The Department of Economics organized a guest lecture on 
“Corporate Culture” on August 24, 2018 from 7.30p.m to 
9.00p.m. Mr. Syed Mubarak Pasha, Assistant Vice President for 
Bank of America and an Alumnus of our College (2003 batch) 
was the speaker for the day.
 The guest lecture began with a welcome address by 
Mr. Prashanth Kumar, the HOD of Economics followed by a short 
talk by Dr. Albert Joseph Smith, the Principal. Later, Mr. Syed 
Mubarak Pasha began his lecture by sharing his experience 
as a student of St. Joseph’s Evening College and his vast 
experience of working in different companies in the corporate 
world at various levels. He emphasized on the values such as 
honesty, accountability, hard work, commitment, etc. that are 
required to be successful in the corporate world. He also made 
his lecture interesting by quoting some of the crisis situations that 
he had handled in the company as a Manager. The lecture was 
concluded with a vote of thanks by Mr. Prashanth Kumar, HOD 
of Economics.
 The department also organized an informative chart 
exhibition on Multi-national Corporations and Banking Sector 
in India and also a quiz competition for the I, II and III Year B.A 
(HEP) Students. 

Guest Lecture On “Corporate 
Culture”

By Dept. of Economics Photo credit: Yolo County
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The Department of Journalism and Communication of St. 
Joseph’s Evening College (SJEC) organised guest lectures on the 
field of journalism for the BA journalism and MA Journalism and 
Communication students on September 17. 
 The resource person was Mr.Pradeep Nair, News 
Editor, The Hindu. The first session was on Journalism Profession: 
Challenges and Opportunities. The session was attended by all 
the three years of BA journalism students The second session was 
on editing techniques; it was attended by MA Journalism and 
Communication students. 
 Mr.Nair gave insights on taking journalism as a career 
in the long run. He discussed the various job opportunities 
available in the field of journalism. “To take up journalism as a 
profession, one must read, write, listen and speak to gain deep 
expertise on the language, knowledge on current affairs, and 
sharpen one’s writing skills,” said Mr.Nair. 
 He encouraged students to spend about 15 minutes 
each day to read magazines and newspapers such as India 
Today, The Week and Guardian to know how news is expressed 
with in-depth meaning across the globe.

On September 18, The Tibet Policy Institute (TPI), Dharamsala, 
Himachal Pradesh in association with St. Joseph’s Evening 
College (SJEC), Bengaluru organised a talk on Indo-Tibet 
relations at St Joseph’s Evening College. The resource persons 
were Mr. Tenzin Lekshay La, Deputy Director of TPI and 
Dr. Rinzin Dorjee La, a researcher. The talk focused on the 
economic, social and religious factors that bind the two countries 
and the future uncertainties. 
 Tenzin Lekshay, deputy director of the Tibet Policy 
Institute gave a historical perspective on various factors 
concerning India, Tibet and China. Dr.Rinzin Dorjee, a scholar on 
Tibet policy, talked about China’s transformation from religious 
oppression to soft-power religious diplomacy. He gave various 
realworld examples of the strategies, intentions and plans of 
the Chinese government in taking claim of the characteristics of 
the Buddhist religion, and undermine the Indo-Tibet’s religious 
significance.  
 Rinzin concluded the event with a note to the people of 
India and the government to understand the ill-intentions of the 
Chinese government and take active participation in building 
closer ties with Tibet.

Indo-Tibetan Relations discussed at 
SJEC

By Jigme Namdol

‘Pursue Journalism for Passion, not 
Profit’

By Ignatius Arun

The unprecedented rain has finally come to an end in Kerala, 
but not without leaving behind a trail of destruction. People are 
still suffering without proper food and shelter. Help has come 
to them in different form such as the Indian government, NGOs, 
other institutions and individual donors. 
 St. Joseph’s Evening College (SJEC) is also stepping up 
to help the people of Kerala and Coorg. Under the guidance of 
the management of SJEC, funds were collected from the students 
and staff of SJEC. 
 According to Mr. Charles Mariswamy. System 
Administrator & Maintenance Supervisor, a generous amount 
of Rs. 29,000 was donated by the students and the staff. 
In addition to this11 bags of essential products were also 
donated. According to Principal, Dr. Albert Smith, “The 
Bangalore Jesuits Education Society is monitoring the fund 
collection in the various Jesuit institutions in the city, and will 
further pass on the collected funds to the Kerala Jesuits Society 
to help in the relief work.”

Kerala Flood: SJEC lends a hand
By Pavan Nadig
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